Looking for a SolidWorks, EPDM and Enovia’s expert?
Then you are at the right door
ATR Soft Oy provides unique software services creating more values and capabilities to customers' production and business activities.
Service Stack

These are the services that we serve for your challenging needs.

- **Solutions from the scratch**
  - Custom software and business solutions for all your needs.

- **Time saving tools**
  - Contains tools to rationalize your timetable.

- **Master your business data**
  - The master plan to rule and organize your business data.

- **Empower your system**
  - Tools to utilize all the power of your existing software.

- **Nothing for you? What do you have in mind?**
  - Let's check and create the service for your specific needs.
Who is offering all this?
A Finnish Company - Established in 2000
Offices in Turku and Tampere
61 employees
Turnover 4.6 M€ 2011
We have high competence and we are experts in our field. We'll let you be an expert in your field.

MS Access, PostgreSQL, MySQL
Crystal Reports, Jasper, QlikView...

Oracle, Oracle Forms, MS SQL Server...

Tomcat, Apache, Weblogic, IIS, Websphere

Sharepoint, Web Services (SOA)
eMatrix/Enovia V6, SmarTeam, SolidWorks Enterprise...

PDM, Windchill, Aton, Sovelia...
SolidWorks, AutoCAD, Catia...

Wonderware (System Platform)
Windows, Linux (Red Hat, Debian, SUSE), Unix (hp-ux, AIX, Solaris)

Java, J2EE, .NET, C++, VB, TCL, MQL, Python, Perl,
PHP, Lisp, SQL, JMS, EJB
HTML, XML, XSL, UML...
System and process optimizations
Technology upgrades for global systems
Customers’ software product development
Daily routine automations
PDM development, maintenance and advanced supporting
Project and resource management applications
From TINY projects to HUGE systems
Leading and consulting customers’ projects
Application and process training for end users
Time saving data management tools
Testing and quality assurance (third-party supplier systems)
Integrations between systems (CAD, PDM, CRM, ERP, MDM, MES, DM…)
PLM system implementation
Material compliance management system (development, testing and supporting)
Automation application testing
Overall software service management
Automated application testing
Reporting and data quality systems
Material compliance management system
Overall software service management
Application and process training for end users
Time saving data management tools
Testing and quality assurance (third-party supplier systems)
Integrations between systems (CAD, PDM, CRM, ERP, MDM, MES, DM…)
From TINY projects to HUGE systems
Leading and consulting customers’ projects
Application and process training for end users
Time saving data management tools
Testing and quality assurance (third-party supplier systems)
Integrations between systems (CAD, PDM, CRM, ERP, MDM, MES, DM…)
From TINY projects to HUGE systems
Leading and consulting customers’ projects
Application and process training for end users
Time saving data management tools
Testing and quality assurance (third-party supplier systems)
Integrations between systems (CAD, PDM, CRM, ERP, MDM, MES, DM…)

SolidWorks & EPDM Expertise
ATR has

Deep knowledge of SolidWorks and EPDM (since 1997)
- SolidWorks API
- EPDM API, EPDM database, EPDM architecture,
- ...

We have done
- 15 years of SolidWorks and EPDM development since 2005 for different customers
- Integrations
- Data migrations
- Batch processing solutions
- Solutions on top of SolidWorks/EPDM
- Sales Configurator
- Performance improvements
- CustomTools for SolidWorks
- CustomTools for EPDM

“As a contractor, ATR Soft Ltd has delivered solid software engineering services. They have proven to have an in-depth SolidWorks and PDM knowledge”

Kenneth Hallberg, Vice President, PDM Products, SolidWorks Nordic AB
SolidWorks/EPDM Related Projects

- EPDM BOM Export to eMatrix PDM System
- SolidWorks/EPDM and ERP integration development
- Performance engineering for EPDM
- SolidWorks and document management integration development
- Customer specific EPDM/SW functionalities development
- EPDM vault migration
- EPDM and SolidEdge integration
- SolidWorks and SolidEdge migration
- Batch write properties to the EPDM data card
- Office integration to EPDM

“Focus on real design, automate the rest. Data is written only once and only in one place”

Henri Hiisilä, Development manager, Jomet
Enovia Expertise
ATR has

Deep knowledge of Enovia (since 2001)

• Core API, Core database
• TCL, MQL, JPO, TVC
• Centrals (Engineering Central, Sourcing Central, ...)

We have done

• 11 years of Enovia based PDM/PLM development for different customers
• Integration of Enterprise PDM to Enovia
• Installations and deployments
• Integrations, data migrations and batch processing solutions
• Solutions on top of Enovia core (and database) and Centrals
• Reporting and business intelligence solutions
• Performance improvements
• Technology upgrade projects
• ...

Customer Case - Renesas

“As IT partner, ATR Soft has been professional, flexible and easy to work with.

In the beginning of the project, company requirements towards PDM system were in very high level, but with ATR Soft professionals we were able to ramp-up the PDM system successfully to proceed with the product development.”

Anu Leinonen, R&D Manager and PDM Project Manager, Renesas Mobile Europe Oy
"Wanna Pimp" your EPDM, SolidWorks or Enovia

Contact us at:

ATR Soft Oy
Tel: +358 403 584 677
Francois.simon@atrsoft.com
www.atrsoft.com